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Overview of talk

• What does genome wide data look like?
• What can demographers do with this data?

– GWAS
– Population stratification and importance of family data
– GWGEI
– Genome wide heritability models (GCTA)
– Pathways analysis (Webgestalt2)



What is a SNP (and base pair)

• Image from: http://www.arrayit.com/Services/SNP_Genotyping/a_disease_carriers.jpg
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How to “call” a genotype: Intensity files

Number of T alleles
0(CC) 1(TC) 2(TT)
blue            purple       red
1555           4320         3259
.17 .47 .36      (GTF)

C (.41)    T (.59)  (AF)

N=9,134



What the data look like

• TaqIa polymorphism 
in the DRD2 gene. 

• DRD2_1 is strand 1
• DRD2_2 is strand 2
• DRD2_geno is the 

genotype.



Genotype and phenotype: now what

• It depends
– Do you have genetic information of the parents
– Do you have any siblings?
– Is your dependent variable binary, count, time to 

onset, continuous.
– Do you have multilevel data sources
– Do you have complex sampling designs

• The take home is…..
– That generalized linear models can be used to 

assess most GWAS approaches but it is 
important to understand the limitations and 
potential problems.



Just regress phenotype (y) on genotype (x)



NOW…it’s just a regression 1m times. 

• Additive (g = 0, 1, 2)

• Dominant (0=0, 1 = 1, 2=1)
,

• Recessive (0=0, 1 = 0, 2=1)

• Heterozygote advantage (0=0, 1 = 1, 2=0)

• Any statistical program can run these models but 
there may be serious PROBLEMS with this 
approach.



The big problem: Population stratification

• What is it?
– Allele frequency 

differences across 
socially defined racial 
and ethnic groups

• What to do about it
– FAMILY studies

• Trios
• Siblings

– Genome wide 
principal components

• Does it matter?
– Yes.
– Consider DRD2



STRATIFICATION SOLUTION 1
Transmission Disequilibrium Test
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Only affected offspring; only 
dichotomous phenotypes; 
biallelic markers; only an 
ADDITIVE model; must have 
full information on all members 
of the trio. 



Stratification solution 2: more flexible 
family solutions
• Simply adjust for the mating type as a factor (e.g., 

fixed effect) in any standard generalized linear 
model.

• As such, the parameter estimate (the genetic effect) 
is conditional upon the likelihood of observing a 
particular genotype (I have an example shortly)

Mating type (6):
• AA-AA
• AA-AB
• AA-BB
• AB-AB
• AB-BB
• BB-BB



Stratification solution 3: sibling models

• SDT (sibling disequilibrium test) is comparable to TDT 
but only works with discordant pairs and is 
computational HUGE for GWAS data (See Horvath 
and Laird 1998)

• GLM with pair data is a VERY powerful model 
because the allocation of the ‘risk allele’ is random 
across siblings, they tend to share a fairly similar 
environment, and it can be used for many different 
traits, designs, etc.

• ̅ + ̅
• The between is subject to pop strat but not the within; 

comparable to a fixed effects model but allows for 
concordant genotypes and concordant phenotypes.



Stratification solution 3: PC models 

Each 
individual in 
your study will 
have a value 
for the 1st and 
2nd (3rd, 4th, 
etc.) principal 
component. 
These values 
can be used 
as controls in 
gwas models.





Genome wide heritability 
• x- copies of the ref allele for the ith SNP in 

the jth/kth; p is the MAF; A jk is the 
relationship matrix for pair j,k



GWAS results, now what?
• I found a SNP that is associated with some 

outcome. Where is this SNP? Is it in a gene?
• Several great resources online: dbSNP



TONS of GWAS results: now what?

1) Generate a list of SNPs (indexed by rsnumber) – top 1000; save a .txt (no heading)
2) Go to http://bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/webgestalt/
3) Click Start
4) Choose hsapiens as the organism and enter in the security code provided
5) Choose the text file saved in #1
6) For the gene ID type, select your sample and chip: I’ve used 
hsapiens__affy_GenomeWideSNP_5_rsid
7) Click on Upload file
8) Choose an Enrichment Analysis (popular ones include GO or KEGG)
9) For the Reference Set, again select hsapiens__genome
10) Leave everything else as default and hit Run Enrichment Analysis



Putting this all together: an example

• Framingham 3rd

generation (G3)
• So I have their 

parents (G2) 
genotypes.

• Affy 5.0 ~ 500k snps
• Measured height and 

weight

• College education is 
the environmental 
variable

• I can do a GWAS and 
a GWGEI (genome 
wide gene-
environment 
interaction model)



GxE models: stress-diathesis, differential 
susceptibility, and social push



Heritability estimates from GWAS data



Statistical models

But what about rGE: gene environment correlation?



What does this look like?
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Start with Main Genetic effects then 
look for interactions. Nothing.

Model 1 Model 2



Run GWGEI and sort by main genetic 
effects (Stress-diathesis social trigger).

Model 1 Model 2

Compare these: genetic effect is 
offset for college graduates



Sort by “main genetic” p-value in GxE
No genetic inf. among Coll. educated 

Stress-diathesis social trigger model



Run GWGEI and sort by GxE pvalues
(differential susceptibility).

Model 1 Model 2



Sort by “GxE” p-value; all cross overs

Differential susceptibility model



Gene-environment correlation as a 
potential source of bias



What about rGE? 

Chi2 (g,e)

Gxe p-value)



What about physiological function?


